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The document of contract, which reflect and impact social economies just like 
decree and regulations in fuedal society, can be consider a treasure chest in history 
reseach of Ming and Qing dynaties. Different from the stability of the law and 
regulations, documents of contract not only reveal the legal spirit but also regulate the 
real practice in daily life. Thus they can tell fresh and specific the dynamic of the 
economic and social changes comparing to the former two. Since the 90’s of last 
century, with the application of cross-scientific method to reseach the value of 
documents of contract has been redicovered and recognized. Based on the previous 
reseach, the author first creamed out 408 documents of land exchange contract during 
Qing dynasty (from “The Selection of Documents of Economic Contracts in Fuzhou 
in Ming and Qing Dynasties”), then sorted them out and did an overall analysis on the 
documents in hope to reveal the ecnomic and social relations and their changes in 
Fuzhou of Qing dynasty. The contents and structure of the thesis are as follow:            
Part one，intoducing the relatons between economy and ownership, then dividing 
the land contracts into offical and folk parts, and analyzing their differences and 
practising as well as the reflection to the social economic development.  
Part two, classifying the land contracts into three types, then tracing the source, 
area, and motives in land transactoin in both time and space dimension terms. The 
analysis of them all tells the charateristics of land transaction.    
Part three, analyzing the tendency of land exchange based on its characteristics, 
price, and volumes. Then deliverying the conlusion that the reason of price fluctuation 
stems from natural factors and social influences.   
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